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Shayla Murphy and Chris Sevillo smile together at lunch.

Sarah Bursheke and Lily Pflug-Tilton grin for a picture.

Luis Gonzalez smiles during class.

Cody Poschman looks at the camera before class.

Noemi Espinosa-Nunez and Cinthya Vizcaino Villa

Gerardo Oyos and Maritsa Guerrero get together for a picture at lunch.

Cesar Oyos and Esteban Gonzalez cheering on the boys basketball team in the student section.

Wyatt Whaley and Colby Pedersen participate in a jam session at lunch in Mr. Bailey’s room.

Carter Ross and David Nelson pose for a silly picture at lunch.

Victoria Neeley poses for a picture in the hallway.

Brooke McDevitt and Katie Schiefelbein in the hallway the day before Christmas break.

Brian Sanchez in his class working on a project.

Ariana Avila, Jessica Avila, Guadalupe Brito, and Daniela Garcia get together for a picture.

Ashley Ross, Kayla Bittle, Chandler Pulse, and Will Cassayre, devour a box of cheese-its before Mrs. Johnson’s class.

Jade Montford and Sam Meyer in the hallway.

Kevin Delte and Mrs. Murphy smile in Digitools class.

Colton Watkins in class roving his hair on crazy hair day at Cascade.

Andrew Magnaghi and Michael Martin smile in Digitools.

Reid Rayfield and Erin Mullins practice yoga outside in the sun.
Seniors
Class of 2016

Football Seniors: Bryson Fitch, Solomon Akers, Lucas Allen, Esteban Gonzalez, Ian Cummings, Britt Parton, Chino Merritt, Kobe Salas, Cesar Ogos

Fall Cheer Seniors: Alyssa Lak, Hannah Doherty, Liz Warman, Morgen Thompson, Natalie Lemons

Volleyball Seniors: Haley Caudle, Becca Munoz, Maddie Brown, Mariah McEachern

Cross Country Seniors: Neil Flodin, Jose Luis Vazquez, Alyssa Torres, Ceria Blue, Spencer Flodin, Jessica Vazquez, Daniel Olmstead, Austin Cassayre, Josh Wulfman, Alex Lacombe, Joseph Winters, Nathan Wells, Brennan Allen, Ivy Spiegel-Ostrom, Orlando Pacheco
"Forget what’s gone, appreciate what remains, and look forward to what’s coming next."

-Gerald Earl Gillum

"These Things Happen"

— Taylor Bayne

"If somebody ever asks you to do something, do it really badly so you never have to do it again." —Paris Hilton

— Ceria Blue

"Another One."

— DJ Khaled

— Tara Boyd

"Just because you’re trash doesn’t mean you can’t do great things. It’s called garbage can not garbage can’t."

— Matina Bristow

"Never look back Darling, it distracts from the now."

— Edna Mode (The Incredibles)

— Jesus Briseno Sandoval

"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." —Ralph Waldo Emerson

— Joshua Brulotte

"Your love makes me strong, Your hate makes me unstoppable."

— Evaristo Camarena-Rodriguez
Austin Cassayre: "It's easier to keep up than to catch up."

Luis David Castro Oropeza: "Don't worry about those who talk behind your back. They're behind you for a reason."

Haley Caudle: "Let your smile change the world, but don't let the world change your smile."

Kristin Clark: "Though a child of man knows time, life itself is eternal." - Miyuki Miyabe

Madison Colvin: "Let us step out into the night and pursue that flighty temptress, adventure." - Albus Dumbledore

Emma Craven: "I have decided to stick with love. Hate is too great a burden to bear." - Martin Luther King Jr.

Ian Cummings: "If you want something you've never had, then you've got to do something you've never done."

Hannah Doherty: "Time is precious. Waste it wisely."
"Do the right thing. It will gratify some people and astonish the rest." - Mark Twain

Neil Flodin

"It matters not how strait the gate, how charged the punishments the scroll, I am the master of my fate; I am the captain of my soul." - William Henley

Spencer Flodin

"There is always some madness in love. But there is also always some reason in madness." - Friedrich Nietzsche

Aaron Folden

"Why fit in when you were born to stand out?" - Dr. Seuss

Luis Fonseca Gil

"Being happy is the goal, but greatness is my vision." - Donald Glover a.k.a Childish Gambino

Leanne Fraker

Charlotte Gaughn

"Get busy livin', or get busy dyin'!" - Andy Dufresne

Esteban Gonzalez Sanchez

Peter Gundersen
Karen Gutierrez

"Don't ask what the world needs, ask what makes you come alive because the world needs more people who come alive."

Kady Hall

"Hakuna Matata means no worries for the rest of your days." — The Lion King

Tessa Hassinger

"It is our choices that show who we truly are, far more than our abilities." — Albus Dumbledore

Juan Carlos Ibarra

"Choose not a life of imitation" — Red Hot Chilli Peppers

Skye Johnson

"I know I'm gonna get got, but I'm gonna get mine more than I get got though." — Marshawn Lynch

Kellan Kish

"There will be a time in your future where everything will make sense for you."

Alexander Lacombe

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on." — Robert Frost

Alyssa Lak

"What would you do if you knew you could not fail?"
Natalie Lemons

"It costs nothing to be nice." - Harry Styles

Carlos Lopez Oropeza

"You have to fight to reach your dream. You have to sacrifice and work hard for it." - Lionel Messi

James Lucio

“When you judge someone by their diagnosis, you miss out on their abilities, kindness, and uniqueness.”

Memeta Marson

“I cook, I create, I’m incredibly excited by what I do. I still have a lot to achieve.” - Gordon Ramsay

Darian Martin

“Meyoyo menoy vodyunmemoy.” - Doodlebob

Mackenzie Mata

“I will forever remain humble because I know I could have less. I will always be grateful because I have had less.”

Marriah McEachern

“Go for it now. The future is promised to no one.”

Christian Merritt

“No losses, King Kunta.” - Kendrick Lammar
"Time just paints the pages in my book of memories."

Shiloh Merriman

"If you do something with your whole heart and it's a mistake, you can live with that." -Florence Welch

Rebecca Munoz

"He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life." -Muhammad Ali

Edith Miguel

"Do not pray for an easy life, pray for the strength to endure a difficult one." -Bruce Lee

Luis Murillo Sotelo

"Fall seven times. Stand up eight"

Victoria Neeley

"Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It's not." -Dr. Seuss

Antonio Muro

"She is clothed in strength and dignity and she laughs without fear of the future." Proverbs 31:25

Logan Nielson
Emily Nieman

"Immerse yourself in the outdoor experience; it will cleanse your soul and make you a better person." -Capt. Folden

Daniel Olmstead

"Anyone's stains can be washed away with Dawn dish soap." -Winston Churchill

Ana Onate Gutierrez

We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give." -Winston Churchill

Israel Onate-Penilla

"Perfection isn't attainable, but if we chase perfection we can catch excellence." -Colin Powers

Cesar Oyos

"You never know how strong you are until being strong is the only choice you have."

Orlando Pacheco

"No matter how flat you make a pancake, it still has two sides." -Dr. Phil

Alexander Parrish

"Be not afraid of going slowly, be afraid only of standing still."

Tristan Parrish
"Life is too short to stay stock but cool ain't cheap and cheap ain't cool. Make your decision. Send it and roll Cool."

"If no one comes from the future to stop you from doing it then how bad can it really be?"

"Take your victories, whatever they may be, cherish them, use them, but don't settle for them." - Mia Hamm

"God is within her, she will not fall." Psalm 46:5

"Just remember you can't climb the ladder of success with your hands in your pockets."

"Livin lavishly"
Carlos Sanchez

"Don't knock it til' you try it."

Isabel Sanchez

Sometimes the people around you won't understand your journey. They don't need to; it's not for them.

Leslie Sanchez

"Live life being grateful for the moments given to us."

Marlen Sanchez

"Goonies never say die" - Mikey

James Sandelin

"Not going to fit myself into spaces not created for me. Abundant souls should not dwell upon abundant spaces." - Brittany Josephina

Dylan Scott

"Anime was a mistake." - Hayao Miyazaki

Delaney Sittman

Anna Smith
Ivy Spiegel-Ostrom

"For small creatures such as we, the vastness is bearable only through love." Carl Sagen

Quinten Spies

I may be a dreamer, but sleep is the cousin of death." Kendrick Lamar

Josh Strode

"Every pizza is a personal pizza if you try hard and believe in yourself."

Gunnar Stubblefield

"I can't go back to yesterday because I was a different person then." Alice in Wonderland

Shandon Tester

"Don't sweat the petty things, and don't pet the sweaty things."

Morgen Thompson

"Be kind, be honest, be loving, be true and all of these things will come back to you."

Susan Timpe

Alyssa Torres
Erik Tostenrude

"It ain't easy being wheezy."

Virginia Trigg

"Just broke my personal record for consecutive days lived; going for the record again tomorrow."

Jaqueline Valdez Gonzalez

"In the world though which I travel I am endlessly creating myself."

Blake Vandel

"You can catch flies with honey, but you can catch more honeys being fly."

Jose Luis Vazquez

"Amazing things that can happen to a human being will happen to you, if you just lower your expectations." - Phil Dunphy

Connor Warman

"If you have to tell everyone you're the best, you're probably not the best."

Elizabeth Warman

"Life's too short to drink crappy coffee and cry over boys who don't care." - Matty Healy

Colton Watkins
"Never bunt, hit dingers." - Kent Murphy

"It doesn't matter if you're 1st or 30th in the world. Your focus is on your sport and how to get better at it."

"Faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance in what we do not see." Hebrews 11:1

"Nothing in this life is legendary unless your friends are there to see it." - Barney Stinson

"God's voice thunders in marvelous ways; He does great things beyond our understanding." - Job 37:5

"If you aren't in over your head, how do you know how tall you are?" - TS Eliot
"Don't let evil defeat you but defeat evil with good." Romans 12:21

Samuel Winters

"I can't change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to always reach my destination."

Jana Witkowski

"A bad day fishing is better than a good day at work."

Joshua Wulfman

"Our lives are before us, our paths are behind us, but our memories are forever with us."

Cynthia Zarate

"Time you enjoy wasting was not wasted."
- John Lennon

Tristan Zuckriegel

Senior Winter Sports Athletes: Chino Merritt, Tyler Bain, Jaxon Watson, Spencer Flodin, Lucas Allen, Tara Boyd, Celia Blue, Karen Gutierrez, Leanne Fraker, Maddie Brown, Darian Martin
Senior Winter Cheerleaders:
Hannah Doherty, Natalie Lemons, Tessa Hassinger, Liz Warman, Morgen Thompson

Senior Fire Science Class: Nathan Wells, Tristan Parrish, Peter Gundersen, Lucas Allen, Britt Parton, Daniel Olmstead, Dylan Scott, Logan Neilson

Senior Football: Gunnar Stubblefield, Alexander Parrish, Austin Wilkerson, Shiloh Merriman, Luis Murillo, Skye Johnson, Dylan Scott, James Sandelin, Connor Warman, Tristan Zucktriegel

Senior Arts Students:
Class of 2016

Hall of Fame

Most Likely to have their art featured in a Museum: Madison Colvin and Josh Wulfman

Most Likely to travel the world: Shardon Tester and Spencer Flodin

Most Likely to win a Nobel Peace Prize: Maddie Brown and Josh Brulotte

Most Likely to go to the Olympics: Maddy Parton and Nathan Wells

Most Likely to save the world without anyone knowing: Memeta Marson and Skye Johnson
Most likely to star on their own reality TV show: Mariah McEachern and Alex Lacombe

Most likely to write a novel: Karen Gutierrez and Brennan Allen

Most likely to be elected President: Ivy Spiegel-Ostrom and Joseph Winters

Most likely to win a Grammy: Tessa Hassinger and James Sandelin

Most likely to create the next breakthrough in technology: Miranda Wessman and Neil Flodin

Most likely to become a teacher at Cascade: Andrea Rodriguez and Shiloh Merriman
1. Alexis Soperaneez stares at the camera as he chills in Mrs. McMahon's chair waiting for her.
2. On their way to becoming top models are Sydney Lackey and Reid Rayfield with their fierce poses.
3. Kirsten Skinner stops in her track and lets a smile slowly emerge to spread her joy.
4. Not sure she wants to be interrupted, Gabriella Norman looks up from her book.
5. Sierra Bittle poses for the camera as she lifts up a boombox to show her love of music.
6. Wandering the halls, Jake Pospical turns around to hear his name called.
7. Yulisa Rosario tries to focus on her work but can't help to smile as she is distracted by the camera.
8. Lauren Cruz sends a gentle smile as she finishes her project in the Cascade library.
9. Showing off her pearly smile, Makiya Thompson finishes her homework in the Cascade library.
10. Caught off guard, Josue Claros improvises by making a unique expression.
11. Hearing a hilarious history pun from Mr. Fraker in World History Karina Feliciano can't help but smile and laugh.
12. Amaio Healy looks up from his essay, only to find a camera staring straight back at him and he can't help but shine a smile back.
1. Ivan Hernandez has quite a laugh during history class as someone makes a pun reference.
2. Brooke McDevitt and Brooke Bennett look up from their project in Mr. Pehowski’s class.
3. During second period, Ally Warnaca smiles at the camera while finishing up her project for advisory.
4. During a break, Justin Dobrinic walks down the hallway before stopping to talk to a group of friends.
5. Showing his enthusiasm in Mr. Pehowski’s class, Garrett Halseth gives the camera a striking pose as he finishes his personal finance homework.
6. Lizeth Vizcaíno listens intensely to Mrs. McMahon as she lectures about how to hold a knife for culinary class.

Nicole Arellano
Ariana Avila Banales
Alexandra Barragan
Shaina Barton
Brooke Bennett
Sierra Bittle
Juniors

Joseph Blake
Julie Bowden
Beatris Briseno
Guadalupe Brito Oropeza
Grace Camp
Josue Claros

Sadie "Fern" Conoley
Lauren Cruz
Gauge Disher
Justin Dohrnke
Taylor Dodge
Charles Dougan-Cromwell

Emmanuel Espinosa
Noemi Espinoza Nunez
Caitlin Everest
Karina Feliciano
Sheldon Flick
Luis Fonseca

Laura Francis
Maxwell Gilbert
Elijah Griffin
Jonah Gunter
Wyatt Guthrie
Colton Hagan

Gabe Hall
Garrett Halseth
Ivan Hernandez
Lizbeth Hernandez-Delgado
Henry Hoefner
Edward Horner

Sheldon House
Liam Johnson-Lewis
Nikkole Jones
Taylor Kelly
Kadin Lackey
Sydney Lackey

Ina Lassen
Haley Lee
Laura Lopez
Chase Lord
Skylar Martinez
Brooke McDevitt
Above: Halla Hafermann and Rylee Jacobson converse in Mr. Fraker's class before History.
Below: Samantha Smith and Analia Vasquez hang out in the hall during passing period.

Right: Stefan Zucktriegel and Finn Johnson actively discuss The Crucible in English.

Above: JJ Hall and Jose Mendoza watch as Oliver Thomson takes a photo. Left: Daniel Claros Rodriguez, Caleb Fishbourne and Garrett Collier read in Ms. Johnson's class.
Left: Samantha Adams and Marie Dickinson hang out at lunch. Right: Gabe Wulfman, Jacob Smith and Treat Schubert work together during break.

Angelina Hayes
Jarsan Helligso
Carmen Henena Bazan
Madline Hontou
Mackenzie Imes
Emily Ising

Rylee Jacobson
Brian Janes
Finn Johnson
Juan Jose Joya Vasquez
Simon Keyser
Samuel Keziah

Makayla Kroll
Harrison Krous
Bruce Ledbetter-Gibbs
Daniela Ledesma
David Lemons
Alejandro Lopez Oropeza

Khayman Mathews
Gauge Mauch
Devan Meehavv
Jose Mendoza Tovar
Juan Mora
Leo Murillo Sotelo

Amanda Muro
Magali Olguin
Cesar Onate
Veronica Oropeza Bazan
Chris Ortiz
Gerardo Oyos Ramirez
a: Mrs. Brixey, Morgan Martin, Kurt Fraker, Cypress Blanchard, Jaydn Wilder, and Nate McMahon pose in their hippie clothing during Homecoming Week.
b: Elijah Fishburne poses for a picture.
c: Julia Armstrong and Jaydn Wilder between classes.
d: Nicole Dunn showing her Kodiak spirit at a football game.
e: Kurt Fraker and Raul Mata “working hard” in Intro to Business.
f: Will Nilles during P.E.
g: Kenya Guzman, Vanessa Rodriguez, and Felicity Ford-Weaver during class.
h: Nate McMahon gets ready for an intense tennis match.
i: Andrea Alvarez, Rose Robinson, and Nicole Dunn get together for a picture during a class project.
j: Abby Brown and Raul Mata before the Homecoming coronation ceremony.
k: Jose Valdez, Oscar Joya, Morelia Espinoza, Noe Espinoza, and Samantha Arellano Vazquez all get in for a picture.
l: Mr. Massey, Geddes Anderson, Julia Armstrong, Jacqui Guzman, Mia Lopez, Katie Boyd, Gianna Pistoressi, Abby Brown, Elise Brulotte, Madeline Schiefelbein, Sarah Paulson, and Hadyn Gunter on hippie day during Homecoming Week.
a: Hadyn Gunter in the tennis courts at Cascade.
b: Ashley Ross smiles during the tennis unit.
c: Katie Boyd, Natalie Robles, and Zoe McKernan get together in a picture during class.
d: Amber Evans, Jade Montford, and Maddy Hinds together during class.
e: Mark Bryant throws a peace sign for a picture.
f: Leland Funke and Elijah Fishburne during P.E. tennis.
g: Ricardo Barragan and Noe Espinoza during health class.
h: Dorothy Espinosa, Kenya Guzman, and Vanessa Rodriguez during class.

Jacqueline Guzman-Garcia
Nathan Hagan
Conrad Hasse
Carlos Herrera
Emily Herrera
Madeline Hinds

Alexis Ibarra
Oscar Joya Rodriguez
Levi Larson
Joseph Long
Mia Lopez
Luis Lopez-Jaime

Kaija Lovelady
Andrew Magnaghi
Michael Martin
Morgan Martin
Axel Martinez Nieto
Raul Mata Garcia
Above: Ms. Down shows off her hippie outfit during Homecoming Week.

Below: Mr. Stubblefield smiles for the camera after a long day of dealing with his science students.

Above: Mr. Allen teaches his psychology class about the different regions of the brain.

Right: Kathy Wendlandt and Lori Offutt smile with their office aide, Kady Hall. They are all decked out in their Kodiak football apparel.

Right: Mrs. Brixey reads to her Freshman English class.

Right: Mr. Bailey plays his favorite Spanish songs on the guitar as his class sings along.

Below: Mr. Daley is hard at work showing off his Hawaiian outfit.

Below: Mr. Mitsuyosu conducts his concert band the day before their Fall concert.

Elia Ala'ilima-Daley
Dwayne Allen
Soluna Andruss
Larry Bailey
Travis Blue
Andrea Brixey
The Roaming Class

Henry Hoefner, Draven Smith, Pedro Vizcaíno, Riley Morris, Josh Strode, Bailey Beyers, Danielle Johnson, Quinten Spies, Amanda Woodard, and Shaina Barton in true Discovery fashion go for a coffee after a field trip to the Pacific Science Center in Seattle.

Left: Henry Hoefner puts on a smile for the camera.

Above: With a flair for the dramatic, Riley Morris gives his best smolder.

Above: Draven Smith and Shaina Barton work together on their class work.

Above: Josh Strode pretends that he's Peter Pan for the camera.

Below: Quinten Spies stoically stares down the camera with his luxurious mane.

Above: Life is a game of chess, and in this case, Bailey Beyers has the upper hand.
"This has been a wonderful year at Discovery with an amazing group of students. Having such a great group of students has allowed us to take some special field trips to Seattle and around the valley while not cramming for quizzes or finishing classwork. We have also had the opportunity to go hiking, skiing, geocaching, and snowshoeing.

The students have pushed themselves personally and academically and it has been wonderful to see them grow. As a group they have reached beyond the usual social cliques and have become a group of supportive friends from varied backgrounds. The environment out here this year has been very supportive and encouraging and it's been great to be along for the ride. Thanks for a wonderful year and I'm excited to see all the amazing things you will achieve and all the dreams you will live in the future! " --Travis Blue

Right: Mr. Blue watches his computer, making sure that the students are on task.

Right: Pedro Vizcaino, Bailey Beyers, and Henry Hoefner try to catch butterflies for the camera.

Right: Shaina Barton helps out at an art booth during Salmon Fest.

Left: Draven Smith shows his skill in the wood shop making sides for bird houses.

Left: "Bulls eye!!!" Quinten Spies and Josh Strode demonstrate their archery skills at Salmon Fest.

Discovery's Natural Art
Lunch Buddies

Above: Halla Hafermann, Gabe Wulfman, Jacob Smith, and Treat Schubert hard at work during lunch.

Right: Eli Avila, Princesa Alvarado, and Leslie Sanchez pose for the camera hoping for a candy reward.

Madeline Smith and Samantha Adams pose for a nice lunch picture.

Right: Gauge Disher and Alex Lacombe show off for the camera.

Skylar Martinez, Tayler Dodge, Emily Gaines, Mikayla Dunn, Ashley Parton, and Madeleine Vandel enjoy lunch in their usual spot.

Noemi Espinoza is the life of the lunch table.
Ariana Avila, Guadalupe Brito, Jessica Avila, and Daniela Garcia

Skyler Felix, Nicole Dunn, and Makiya Thompson

Cobey Clark, Jaden Disher, Maddie Hontou, and Bekah Francis

Wyatt Whaley and Colby Pedersen jamming out in Mr. Bailey's room during lunch.

Kaitlyn Craig, Analia Vasquez, Lauren Baker, and Addie Astell

The crew in Mr. Allen's classroom.

Sam Keziah, Ryan Everest, Stefan Zucktriegel, and Jake Pospicial enjoy lunch.
Clubs
A.S.B.

Freshmen
President: Elise Brulotte
Vice President: Abby Brown
Secretary: Gianna Pistorese
Treasurer: Madeline Schiefelbein

Sophomores
President: Jacelyn Bain
Vice President: Taylor Burris
Secretary: Gabe Wulffman
Treasurer: Rylee Jacobson

Executives
President: Joseph Winters
Vice President: Ivy Spiegel-Ostrom
Secretary: Karen Ojeda
Treasurer: Chris Ortiz

Juniors
President: Caitlin Everest
Vice President: Olivia Stoddard
Secretary: Ranger Northrup
Treasurer: Kieran Ringel

Seniors
President: Josh Brulotte
Vice President: Maddie Brown
Secretary: Madison Colvin
Treasurer: Tessa Hassinger
National Business Leaders of America

Cassayre, Abby Brown, Rylee Jacobson, Kieran Ringel, Eada Al-Soodani, Emma Craven, Katie Everest, Madeline Schiefelbein

Qualified for E:
Ringel, Tessa Jacobson, Katie Everest, Katie Brulotte, Neil Flodin
Brown, Hadyn
Middle Row: James Sandelin, Josh Wulfman, Makena Alo'ilima Daley, Colby Pedersen, Shiloh Merriman, Tara Boyd.
Front Row: Andrea Sorensen, Gracie Camp, Jonah Gunter, Madeline Vandel, Cindy Vasquez, Gabe Wulfman.

Concert

because I get to be with people who care as much as I do.

Choir

The choir performs at the Veterans Day assembly.
Back Row:
Christopher Ortiz,
Caleb Payne, Zayne
Priebe
Middle Row: Geddes
Anderson, Neil
Flodin, Harrison
Arnold, Brian James.
Front Row:
Alexandra Barragan,
Kendall Felix, Sarah
Burshek, Tessa
Hassigner.

Back Row:
Christopher Ortiz,
Caleb Payne,
Alexandra
Barragan
Front Row: Tessa
Hassigner, Neil
Flodin, Brian
James.

"I like how we all fit together to make the band a family."
-Zane Priebe

The pep band supports our Kodiak basketball players.
Fall
First Row: Coach Aaron Murphy, Jose Valdez, Luis Murillo, Hebrew Engram, Kurt Fraker, Jose Mendoza, Daniel Claros, Christian Merritt, Dylan Scott, Kobe Salas, Coach Charlie Coffin, and Coach Lucas McCommas
Second Row: Coach Dominique Coffin, Coach Pastor Anaya, Tre Smith, Cesar Oyos, Jet Bailey, CJ Ferry, Austin Wilkerson, Arthur Drake, Josue Claros, Evaristo Camarena, Coach Todd Gilbert, and Coach Omar Stubblefield
Third Row: Britton Parton, Ian Cummings, Esteban Gonzalez, Issac Dayton, Quinn Ashcroft, Max Gilbert, and Solomon Averill
Fourth Row: Skye Johnson, Kristian Anderson, Harrison Krous, Emmanuel Espinosa, Wyatt Guthrie, Garrett Holseth, Dane Williams, and Connor Worman
Fifth Row: Shiloh Merriman, Ethan Almedia, Alex Parrish, Gunnar Stubblefield, Colton Hagan, Tristan Zucktriegel, and Lucas Allen

The Cashmere game was a great way to end the season. We were missing six seniors due to injuries, but the underclassmen really stepped up, and it was a great game! -Tristan Zucktriegel

My favorite game was against Bellevue Christian. Although we didn't come out with a win, I had some great plays, and it was a really fun game. -Dylan Scott
To the Right: Christian Merritt, also known as Chinemachine on the field, breaks through the defense to make his own path down the field.

To the Right: The team lines up together for the national anthem before a game, as is tradition.

To the Left: Tristan Zuekriegel dashes down the field gripping the ball, as if his life depends on it!

Above: Shiloh Merriman comes in for the save by tackling an opponent.

Above: Skye Johnson charges towards his opponent, eager to make a great tackle!

Kobe Salas rushes towards a touchdown with an Omak player following closely behind.
Top Row: Ethan Almeida, Quinn Ashcroft, Alex Parrish, Kjetel Noess, Kristian Anderson, Harrison Krous
4th Row: Lane McKinney, Tre Smith, Garrett Halseth, Jose Mendoza, Eman Espinosa
Middle Row: Caleb Pflugrath, C.J. Ferry, Andrew Maghari, Nate McMahon, Carlos Herrera, Jet Bailey
2nd Row: Arthur Drake, Hebrew Engram, Jose Valdez, Danny Claros, David Nelson
1st Row: Coach Murphy, Coach Coffin, Kurt Fraker, D'Andre Vasquez, Avie Stitt, Coach Tito Anaya
The boys line up for the snap.

Quinn Ashcroft and Jet Bailey defend the ball carrier, Garrett Halseth.

Center, Quinn Ashcroft, snaps the ball to his quarterback.

Right: Danny Claros, Jet Bailey, Eman Espinosa, and C.J. Ferry protect the ball carrier Hebrew Engram.

Eman Espinosa and Garrett Halseth work together to take down the Quincy quarterback.

Quarterback Jose Mendoza faces his receiver while Danny Claros protect his blind side.

Freshman Jet Bailey carries the ball for his team.

"I had a lot of fun this year! We had a great team, and the upperclassmen were great role models." - Kurt Fraker

Raul Mata, D'Andre Vasquez, Note McMahon, and Ethan Almeida watch the game intensely.
Above: Liz Warman, Alyssa Lak, Hannah Doherty, Coach Nona Crites, Natalie Lemons, Morgen Thompson and Andrea Sorensen express their true nature at our home football field.

Below: Senior, Alyssa Lak leads the freshman in our annual cheer off between the four classes.

"I love these girls. The friends and bonds I’ve made are irreplaceable. The way cheer brings us girls together is amazing. You can’t find the memories and laughs we share anywhere else." - Andrea Sorensen

Above: Senior Liz Warman watches the football team with nothing but pride.

Right: Senior captain Hannah Doherty gets the crowd involved in cheering on our boys.

"I will miss Friday night lights. There is nothing better than a group of your favorite people yelling out of pure joy, having them cheer alongside us has meant so much to this team." - Hannah Doherty
Left: Sophomore Andrea Sorensen cheers her heart out in front of our Krazies under Friday night lights.

Right: The cheerleaders line up in front of our crowd for a Krazie favorite, R-O-W-D-Y.

Above: The cheer squad gets our crowd pumped for the Homecoming football game!

Right: Seniors Alyssa Lak and Liz Worman lead our fan section in cheering on the football team.

Mr. Murphy shows off his spirit along with the cheerleaders during the Homecoming pep assembly.

Below: Cheerleaders start off the night strong in exciting the crowd for the great game ahead.

Left: Morgen Thompson embraces the crowd's competitiveness during our first cheer-off this year.

Right: Natalie Lemons shines brightly as she leads the seniors in learning the mighty Kodiak beat.
Kodiak Volleyball

Sarah Pickel, Makena Daley and their teammates on the bench jump up and cheer after a great play.

Back Row: Coach Ross, Addie Astell, Sierra Bittle, Maddie Brown, Megan Evans, Analia Vasquez, Makena Ala'ilima-Daley, Becca Munoz, Mariiah McEachern, Sarah Pickel, Coach Cortez, Coach McMahon

Front Row: Mkenzie Salas, Katie Schiefelbein, Haley Caudle, Karily Ojeda

The Kodiaks had a great season winning the league title, district title, and placing third in state. In this picture they pose with their trophy after just beating Kalama to win third place.

Junior, Karily Ojeda, serves the ball for an ace against Chelan
"This program has given me so much over the years; friendship, determination, confidence, and most importantly, family. I will always carry these things in my heart." - Becca Munoz

"I am so proud of this team. Not only did we go undefeated in league, we didn’t drop a set. This is something a Kodiak volleyball team has never done before." - Mariah McEachern

Senior middle blocker, Becca Munoz, tips the ball over the opposing team’s blockers as her teammates cover her.

Senior setter, Mariah McEachern, jump sets a ball to her outside hitter. Mariah currently holds the school record with 32 assists in one game.

Defensive specialist Mckenzie Salas, digs a ball as her teammate, Haley Caudle, looks on.

Above: Outside hitter Analia Vasquez hits a high ball, gaining a point for the team.

Left: Junior Katie Schiefelbien starts her approach for a jump serve.

Below: The team huddles together preparing to play their rivals the Chelan Goats. The Kodiaks defeated the Goats 3-0.

Below: The Kodiaks come together to celebrate a great play in their first home game against Wenatchee. They won the game 3-0.
JUNIOR VARSITY Volleyball

Gianna Pistolesi serves the ball.

Addie Astell celebrates after a great play.

JV, From left to right, Top Row: Olivia Stoddard, Elise Brulotte, Jacelyn Bain, Coach Cortez, Addie Astelle, Kaitlyn Craig, and Ashley Ross.
Taylor Burris gives the team some encouragement.

Cascade's JV-2 huddles up for a pep-talk during their game against Chelan. The Kodiaks beat the goards 2-1.

The Junior Varsity Team, huddles up for some encouragement from Coach Cortez.

When we were practicing volleyball, it took time for us to get the chemistry right, but once we got that down it was pretty solid and we could play as a team.

-Madeline Schiefelbein

Olivia Stoddard prepares for the ball.

Left: Lauren Baker and Abby Brown get ready to play by getting in their defensive stance.
Right: Kaitlyn Craig and Addie Astell prepare.

Elise Brulotte celebrates a great point.

JV 2, Top Row: Shayla Murphy, Kayla Bittle, Bailey Pearson, Natalie Akers, Halee Ross, Gracie Rucker, Taylor Burris, Natalie Robles, Dorothy Espinosa,

Girl's Varsity Soccer!

Left: Junior Cindy Vasquez has just finished launching the ball towards victory. She accomplished a controlled kick towards her teammates.

Right: Her motivation bursts through the field as she fights for the ball. Sophomore Emily Gaines looks to score another point for Cascade.

Right: Junior Taylor Kelly swings her leg back to release her power kick.

Left: Senior Maddy Parton passes the ball past her opponents.

Above: Sophomore Greta Enloe crouches patiently watching the play. Her eyes stalk every movement on the field.

Left: The expressions on our Lady Kodiaks' faces are priceless as they find out they got into the final four. Congratulations on receiving second in state! We are all very proud of a successful 2015 season.
Left to Right: Alondra Barragan, Matia Sax, Madeleine Vandel, Emily Gaines, Skylar Martinez, Tayler Dodge, Tessa Hassinger, Greta Enloe, Madeline Parton, Cindy Vasquez, Taylor Kelly, Ashley Parton, Lauren Richardson, Autumn Gildersleeve, Rosa Varona, Jaydn Wilder

The highlight of soccer season for myself was getting to bond with people who I never would have talked to otherwise. I’ve made friendships that will last a lifetime.
-Alondra Barragan

Right: Giving it a light touch, the ball is passed to another Kodiak teammate and Senior Tessa Hassinger continues to run forward on the home soccer field.

Left: Junior Skylar Martinez takes the corner kick, hoping to score another goal at our home field.
One Team, One Family:

Right: Freshman, Nicole Dunn is meticulously planning her next move, looking for an open teammate.

Our Lady Kodiaks are the ideal team. They take pride in being a family. They support each other through every game, the rough ones and the not so rough.

Below: Sprinting her way up the field, Sophomore, Rosa Varona, is making her way in hopes of claiming the ball and scoring a goal.

Above: Freshman, Grace Rodriguez shows off her skilled footwork, as she rips the ball away from her opponent. The surprising impact knocks her opponent down to her knees. Grace has claimed this ball as her own, this victory as her team’s.

Left: Jaydn Wilder is ready for some action. Freshman Wilder is a fast-paced runner, looking to make a goal.

Right: Freshman Katie Boyd stands patiently, awaiting the moment where she’ll have to sprint into action because any goal made by the other team would be made under her watch. She plays an important role every day, being Cascade’s JV goalie. The pressure’s on!

Alondra Barragan is a freshman with a powerful kick! She shows her skill as she passes the ball to teammate, Mikayla Dunn.

Sophomore Matia Sax dribbles the ball uphill, pursuing an open pass.
"Coming into my first season of cross country I was a little nervous. I wasn’t sure about the whole running 3.1 miles thing! But I followed through and my teammates were amazing. Everyone was so welcoming, and they made me feel like part of the team immediately. I’ll never forget our trip to Whidbey Island or all the memories I made with this team. Thanks for a great season everyone!"

-Brooke Medevitt

Josh Wulfman leads Treat Schubert and David Tveten up the final hill at the Ski Hill invite. The boys dominated the competition at their first home meet.

Erin Mullins leads the way for Joseph Blake and Eli Fishburne during the Enchantment Park meet for a strong group finish for Cascade cross country’s senior night.

Josh Pedersen, Will Cassayre, Brennan Allen, Jake Smith, and Duncan Allen crested the hill at the start of the race, prepared for what the course would throw at them. The Kodiaks run the hill for practice and knew that their competition weren’t ready for what was to come.

It’s easier to keep up than to catch up
THE FACES OF VICTORY
All it takes is ALL you've got

CASCADE KODIACS
CROSS COUNTRY 2015

Fifth Row: Brennan Allen, Spencer Flodin, Neil Flodin, Sam Keziah
Second Row: Coach Brixey, Brooke McDevitt, Ivy Spiegel-Ostrom, Erin Mullins, Kieran Ringel, Kaija Lovelady, Jose Luis Vasquez, Gouge Disher, Alex Lacombe, Dan Paulson, David Bryant, Will Nilles, Ira Che Lassen, Eada Al-Soodani.
First Row: Lydia Youkey, Jessica Vazquez, Alyssa Torres, Will Cassayre, Ivan Hernandez, Colby West, Rylee Jacobson, Han-Vit Choi, Tim Wells, Jacquy Guzman, Fern Conoley.
Left: Garrett Collier gave his most majestic of races as Sam Keziah closes the gap.

Below: Jaden Disher looks ahead hoping to pass his teammate, Gabe Wulfman.

Left: Ivy Spiegel-Ostrom leads a pack through Ellensburg for a fantastic finish.

Joseph Long, Josh Pedersen, and Geddes Anderson stick together running through the narrow trail in Ellensburg. These boys had a phenomenal season.

Ivan Hernandez powers himself through the race showing off his improvement through the season. His determination is contagious, and he has a true heart of a Kodiak!

Colby Pedersen eyes the finish line at Ellensburg as he dashes to the finish.

Tim Wells trots through the pain half way through his race.

Ivan Mohrland sprints to pass a Wapato runner at the end of the race.

Colby West pushes to the finish line, ending the race Kodiak strong!
Fall Play

Scary/Funny

Right: Treat Schubert, Jonah Gunter, Lizeth Vizcaíno and Halla Hofmann make the stage their own in the Fall production of "Scary/Funny".

Right: Nicole Warren, Junior, portrays a girl scout, Michelle Fox.

Right: Andrea Rodriguez (Susan) is caught yelling at Kelsey Turner (Kristie) due to her fear of zombies.

Above Right: Colton Watkins plays the thrilling part of a zombie, covered in blood and withered in years.

Gracie Camp, otherwise known as Gretchen, obsessively rants about her hatred for nuclear energy.
Left: Hadyn Gunter was the narrator of the second play, giving advice to the audience on how to survive in a zombie apocalypse.

Near left: Jonah Gunter is caught yelling at his broccoli plant, his "terrible piece of fiber."

Far left: Lochlan Roach shambles onto the stage as a zombie.

This play was pandemonium. Our rehearsals were the definition of organized chaos that this world has to offer. Even though it took a miracle to pull this play off, we did it!

-Konah Gunter

Kassidy Wisemore had the tough part of playing a narrator and most definitely entertained the crowd with her hilarious comments.
Upper Left: The senior boys powerpuff volleyball team poses after they beat the junior boys 2-0.

Left: Juniors Karina Feliciano and Ivan Hernandez are bewildered to find their names are displayed in the Pinocchio-themed junior hallway.

Above: Juniors Reid Rayfield, Makiya Thompson, and Tayler Dodge are fabulously nerdy in their Nerd-Day costumes.

"What I like the most about Homecoming Week is probably the sense of community that is formed among you and students in your grade. I love how for one week we become one. We decorate together, we bake together, we dress up together, we fail together, and it's okay because we had fun doing it."

-Lizeth Vizcaino

Right: The Juniors and Sophomores pose together after their big win against the Seniors and Freshmen in ultimate frisbee.

Left: Junior Katie Schiefelbein is on the lookout. She is very careful as she wants this victory for the Juniors.
"The dance is just a small part of the amazing activities that come along with Homecoming Week. The football game, class competitions and powder puff game are all some of my favorite parts of Homecoming Week."
- Josh Brulotte

Lower Right: Seniors Madison Colvin and Rebecca Munoz are looking groovy as they say "Peace Out!" Bottom Right: Sophomore girls show their super-human strength as they dominate at tug-of-war. Let's just say that Sophomores had various wins this Homecoming Week.

Lower Left: Look at all these Freshman hippies (and Mr. Massey)! It's great to see how much school spirit our youngest students have.

Above: Virginia Trigg and Josh Brulotte set their noses to the grindstone as they decorate the senior hallway to resemble a magical set from Alice in Wonderland.

Left: Here we see Senior Kodiak Krazies Emma Croven and Natalie Lemons smiling from all the pride they feel to be representing Cascade one last year.

Right: Look at this adorable display of school spirit. Sophomore Colby West is not only a fantastic Kodiak Krazy, she also has her own (stuffed) Kodiak Krazy cub.

Above: The Sophomore girls are seen tugging their way towards victory! Congratulations on your successful Homecoming Week wins.
Above: Abigail Brown at the Homecoming football game

"I’m extremely grateful to be voted my class’s Freshmen princess. I’m also really glad that I didn’t trip on my dress and fall on my face while walking into coronation. It was an amazing experience and I really hope that the class of 2019 princess enjoys the experience as much as I did.”

- Abigail Brown, Freshman

Upper Left: Mikayla Dunn carries a "sleeping princess", Simon Keyser into the gym to prepare for a hilarious "Princess and the Pea" skit. These two sophomores did a great job "switching roles" and putting on a good show.

Upper Right: Principal Daley embraces his daughter Makena Alo‘ilima-Daley after she is announced 2015 Sophomore princess. This hug is one full of pride and pure joy.

Above: Senior Mariah McEachern performs as Alice in the Senior skit Alice in Wonderland. This was one of the best skits of the night.

Left: Check out the Seniors magical Alice in Wonderland cake!

Right: Freshman Kurt Fraker is Rumpelstiltskin for the Freshman Homecoming skit. He is certainly dressed the part. Look at all that gold!
All hail 2015 CHS Homecoming Royalty! From left to right: Maddy Parton (2015 Queen), Becca Munoz (Senior Princess), Olivia Stoddard (Junior Princess), Josh Brulotte (2015 King), Makena Ala'ilima-Daley (Sophomore Princess), Abigail Brown (Freshman Princess). Congrats!

Above: Here’s Pinocchio (A.K.A. Junior Grace Camp) in the midst of telling a little white lie. Don’t judge her for lying. C’mon, don’t we all do it?

Top Left: You watched them whip. You watched them nae-nae. You watched them perform their spectacularly trendy cheer. Great job Sophomores!

Bottom Left: Check out our own Sleeping Beauty, Sophomore Quinn Ashcroft. He’s sound asleep. He’s obviously not such a “true princess” if he can’t feel that lousy pee under his mattress.

Near Left: Josh Brulotte and Maddy Parton give each other a reassuring glance as they prepare to be officially coronated 2015 Homecoming royalty, king and queen.
Kodiak Krazies build up their spirit by shouting the cheers at the basketball game against Chelan.

Above: Attracted to the camera, Junior Lauren Cruz poses a rockin’ look as she expresses her Kodiak spirit.

Right: Madison Colvin and Shandon Tester show support at a Kodiak football game.

Lower Left: Sophomore Mackenzie Imes, Chasen Pearl, and Amber Evans encourage Kodiak football by showing up at the game.

The Senior football players, cheerleaders, and fans pose for a picture after the red, white and blue themed Homecoming game against Cle Elum.
"I'm going to miss Friday night lights at the field, losing my voice and screaming "GO BOIZ!" This year was definitely one for the books." - Mariah McEachern

Kayla Bittle, Grace Rucker, Issac Dayton, Mikiya Thompson and Nicole Dunn show support for the basketball boys in their red and grey.

Skye Johnson, Blake Vandel, and Tristan Zucktriegel laugh and smile as they show their spirit fingers for the boys basketball game.

Right: Senior Mariah McEachern, Virginia Trigg, Mrs. Turner and Josh Wulfsman pose to show off the Kodiak red.

Above: Seniors Emma Craven and Natalie Lemons stand behind the concession stand and give us their best smiles, ready to cheer and shout loudly before the big football game. They are one of the many who dress up to support their football boys.

Above: Seniors Victoria Neeley, Emma Craven and Andrea Rodriguez huddle together for warmth so they can survive the rest of the football game.

Left: Senior Eada Al-Soodani, Holly Butler and Josh Brulotte photobomb while Senior Haley Caudle and Tristan Zucktriegel watch the game intensely.
KODIAK BASKETBALL

Left: Tyler Bain goes to the basket for a lay-in.

Left: Senior Spencer Fodor wins tip off at the start of the game.

Left: Senior Chino Merritt jumps up for a 3-pointer.

Left: Lucas Allen puts a layup in the basket, obviously confusing the opponents.

CASCADe KODIAK
VARSITY BASKETBALL

Front Row: Joe Mendoza, Lucas Allen, Wyatt Guthrie
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Above: Freshman Ethan Burpee keeps the ball from the opponents.

"The best part of the season was hanging out with all of my friends on the bus rides and our team nights that we have every year."

-Bryson Murdock

Above: Senior Jaxon Watson shoots the ball for 2-points.

"The best thing about being a senior basketball player was spending the season with my Kodiak family."

-Jaxon Watson

Above: Junior Carter Welch shoots the ball for 2-points.

Above: Senior Tyler Bain jumps up to shoot the ball.

Above: Junior Wyatt Guthrie puts the ball up for 3-points.

Above: Junior Eman Espinosa gets ready to pass the ball.

Above: Senior Lucas Allen shoots a 2-pointer despite the opponents best attempts to stop him.

Above: Sophomore Jose Mendoza shoots a 3-pointer.
Above: Freshman Ethan Burpee goes up for a lay-in.

“Our best game this season was probably against Seattle Academy. We persevered and overcame a ten point lead to beat them in overtime.”

-JJ Hall
BOYS C-TEAM BASKETBALL

Back Row: Alex Sanchez, David Nelson, Duncan Allen
Coach Tito Anaya, Tyler Parton, Levi Larson
William Cassayre
Front Row: Avie Stitt, Lane McKenney, Quinn Ashcroft, Conrad Hasse

"High school basketball is different from middle school because we are all closer as a team both on and off the court."
-Duncan Allen

Above: Freshman Carlos Herrera goes up for a lay-in.

Right: Freshman Conrad Hasse shoots the ball.

Left: Freshman Avie Stitt shoots a 3-pointer.

Above: Freshman David Nelson keeps the ball away from the opponents.
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Girls Basketball

From Left to Right: Coaches Ian Ross and Christy Tovar, Leanne Fraker, Sarah Pickel, Maddie Brown, Tara Boyd, Makena Ala'ilima-Daley, Ceria Blue, Kaije Lovelady, Ashley Parton, Carmen Herrera, and Coach Erica Bland.

"It was a tough season for everyone, but we've definitely grown as people. I will take what I've learned from Coach Erica with me through the rest of my life." - Tara Boyd

A: Tara Boyd leads the rest of the team to the opponents' basket.
B: Maddie Brown keeps the ball in her favor, even while other people go for it.
C: Leanne Fraker dribbles down the court, avoiding the other team's defense.
D: Sarah Pickel keeps the ball away from her opponents.
Teamwork and teammates are the most important thing on the court and off the court. I learned that being in a sport is the easiest way to make new friends of all ages.

-Karen Gutierrez

A: Kaija Lovelady makes a shot despite people trying to hit it out of her hands.
B: Ceria Blue shoots the ball.
C: Kayla Bittle passes the ball to Karen Gutierrez.
D: Jacelyn Bain blocks while Sarah Burshek prepares for the ball.
E: Dorothy Espinosa dribbles the ball down the court with Jacelyn Bain in stride.

From Left to Right, The JV Team: Alexandra Barragan, Karen Gutierrez, Dorothy Espinosa, Bekah Francis, Jacelyn Bain, Kayla Bittle, Mikayla Dunn, Colby West, Veronica Oropeza, and Coach Christy Tovar.
The team gathers together for a little encouragement from Coach Ross.

"My first year of basketball was an interesting experience. The games were intense, and I loved getting to know my teammates. The coaches helped me learn many skills to make me a better player and a valuable one as well."

-Grace Rodriguez

Mikayla Dunn looks to pass the ball to one of her teammates.

Magali Olguin squares up to take her free throw.

From Left to Right: Grace Rodriguez, Emily Herrera, Alondra Zelaya, Sarah Burshe, Anaís Quiñei, Coach Ian Ross, Nicole Dunn, Kenya Guzman, Magali Olguin, and Citlally Fonseca.

Above Left: Citlally Fonseca dribbles the ball before a free throw.
Above Middle: Anaís Quiñei takes an open shot over her defender from Chelan.
Above Right: Alondra Zelaya prepares to pass the ball.
Bottom Right: Anaís Quiñei dribbles the ball down the court.
"This experience has been really exciting to do both football and basketball cheer which are so different, but I love that there is more girls helping us as a squad become stronger and louder!" - Morgen Thompson
Junior Tre Smith goes for a Fireman's carry.

Right: Pinning his opponent down, Freshman Axel Martinez gets closer to winning his match.

Below: Sophomore Daniel Claros gets caught off guard but comes back strong with even more fire to win the fight.

Above: Diving to take advantage of his opponent, Junior Josue Claros determines to win this match.

Above: Freshman Daniel Sandoval uses all his strength to push his opponent down to the ground.

Right: Senior Darian Martin fights to take his down his opponent as soon as the match starts.
Daniel Sandoval pins his opponent at the home tournament.

Above: Trying hard not to look awesome, Junior Josue Claros tumbles his opponent quick and easy.

Above: Junior Tre Smith takes a hit while throwing his opponent down and recovers quickly.

Back Row: Coach Sandoval, Tre Smith, Darian Martin, Ethan Almeida, Josue Claros
Front Row: Daniel Claros, Daniel Sandoval, Axel Martinez, Gauge Disher

"I'm going to miss the tenacity, the fact that if you mess up, you can't blame anyone but yourself. You go as far as you want to make it. Also, you can't take me down, I'm a Machine." - Darian Martin (Senior Captain)
Mr. Kodiak 2016

Right: Blake Vandel shows off his talent by singing and playing his guitar with much passion.

Below: With his shiny gold 80's shirt and slacks, Tristan Zucktriegel shows off his dancing skill as his talent while having amazing back-up dancers.

Left: The winner of Mr. Kodiak, Lucas Allen smiles brightly while accepting his award.

Right: Totally becoming the infamous Tiny Tim, Brennan Allen spreads his talents through the crowd, hoping they enjoy the song as much as he does.

Right: His singing voice echoes through the stage as he strums his guitar in "Johnny Be Good."

Bottom Left: Lucas Allen starts his talent act with a treadmill and a fierce dance routine.

"Twist n' Shout!"

Right: Austin Cassayre screams out his emotions through the song "Twist 'n Shout" by the Beatles. Brennan Allen and Gunnar Stubblefield prepare to catch his fall.
Left: Tristan Zucktriegel breathes deeply as he assists Dylan Scott in his talent of being a yoga instructor.

Right: With lightning feet and determination in his eyes, Spencer Flodin shows off his skills by dunking the ball with speed.

Left: Dylan Scott walks up to the mic nervous for his impromptu question, but he still manages to smile back at the audience.

Left: After confessing his love for his computer, Gunnar Stubblefield picks it up and dances the night away happily.

"Mr. Kodiak has changed my life. I haven’t had to do homework since my victory; teachers treat me like royalty. I can’t walk down the halls anymore without people trying to get my autograph or a picture with me. However, the biggest change in my life that Mr. Kodiak brought is that I used to be a poor child on the streets, but the winnings brought me out of poverty and into a rich man’s world. Now I can go to college... well at least pay for enough gas to drive to a college but not actually attend." Lucas Allen

1. Lucas Allen, Austin Cassayre, and Blake Vandel dance during Austin’s talent routine.
2. Spencer Flodin dunks during his talent routine.
3. Spencer Flodin waits patiently for his impromptu question.
4. Austin Cassayre, Lucas Allen, Tristan Zucktriegel, and Gunnar Stubblefield during their workout routine.
5. Dylan Scott performs difficult yoga poses as his talent routine.
6. Austin Cassayre answers Clint Strand’s questions.

Left: Gunnar Stubblefield steps up to the mic to answer his question but shrugs, unsure of the answer.

Right: Graciously, Mr. Funny-to-the-max, Brennan Allen waves to the crowd smiling proudly with his escort Hannah Doherty.
Mr. Kodiak 2016

Right: Blake Vandel spins his gears and his head in a feat of physical prowess.

Below: Gunnar Stubblefield shows his athleticism by eating a Hot Pocket.

Above: Tensely, Lucas Allen and Austin Cassayre face off to hear who is going to be Mr. First Loser.

Below: Blake Vandel a.k.a. the new Michael Jackson prepares his pick up line.

Left Middle: Tristan Zucktriegel tries his best pick up line.
Right Middle: Josh Wulfman shreds on guitar to "Johnny B. Goode". Below: Lucas Allen kills it at his talent of dancing to "Uptown Funk" on the treadmill.

Above: Austin Cassayre and Spencer Flodin complete a mid-air high-five for the fitness routine.

Below: Contestant number one, Josh Wulfman, goes up to accept his award given by his escort Matina Bristow but then decides to debate about what award he got. Leaving the stage was Josh Wulfman as Mr. Totally Smart.

"My favorite part of Mr. Kodiak this year was having Momma Flo and Mrs. Cassayre reteach us about aerobics and give a demonstration."
-Josh Wulfman
Far Left: Mrs. McMahon knocks it out of the park with her stellar dance moves.

Left: Mr. Massey struts his stuff on stage during the middle of his colleagues' dance routine.

Above: Mr. Daley on point with the perfect whip during, “Watch Me (Whip/Naé Naé).”

Left: The staff rushes to catch Mrs. Johnson as she dramatically falls backwards.

"For a dance routine I learned 24 hours before, I think it went remarkably well." ~ Mrs. Brixey

Above Left: Mr. Stubblefield shows all the sass during his "Evolution of Dance" routine.

Above Right: Cowgirl Brixey strikes a pose for the camera during the middle of her routine.

Below: Mrs. Renner-Singer, Mr. Coffin, and Mr. Stubblefield work their whips.

The staff strikes a final pose after their epic "Evolution of Dance" routine.
Spring

Below: Freshman Conrad Hasse pitches the ball in his first varsity game.

Above: Chino Merritt hits the ball.

Left: Kellan Kish swings and hits the ball into the outfield.

Right: Blake Vandel bunts the ball while up to bat.
Above: Blake Vandell pitches the baseball.

Right: Chris Winters throws the baseball from the outfield.

Right: Max Gilbert throws the ball to his teammate.

Right: Dane Williams fields a ball.

Right: Dane Williams gets ready to field the baseball.

Right: Spencer Flodin waits for Max Gilbert to catch the ball and throw it to him.

Above: IF Hall runs through first base after a strong hit.

Left: Dane Williams fields a ball at second base.

Right: Spencer Flodin catches a ball on first base.

Right: Kellan Kish sprints to safety on second base.

“Tm glad as a senior I get to help the young men around me this year. My hope is that I will make them better ball players and better people by working harder every day and setting the example. This game is something special to me. It has taught me about perseverance, discipline, accountability, friendship, hard work, brotherhood, confidence, teamwork, and making the best of every opportunity. Baseball is an attitude, a mindset. The good ones will understand to focus on what you can control. The game has taught me so much that I use in all aspects of my life. I’m blessed to play the game.”

- Blake Vandell
Kodiak Track and field

Shilen Merriman demonstrates proper discus form.

Colton Hagan sends the discus soaring in practice.

Henry Hoehne blasts out of the blocks to work on his starts.

Gabe Wulffman smirks as he warms up before practice.

Ashley Parton cheerfully hands off the baton to Maddie Parton in practice.

"Speed and form will get you up there; its on you to get OVER it and on top." - Brennan Allen on high jump.

Emily Gaines and Lauren Richardson practice their handoffs for the 4x100 relay.

Solomon Akers shows how cool track can be leading warm-ups.

Left: Tre Smith admires the distance of his throw.

Brennan Allen shows the beginners the steps for jumping

Mikayla Dunn works on her bend in practice.

Austin Cassayre marks his steps for pole vault.

Jaden Disher sails over the bar.

Anais Quitei winds up to throw her javelin.

Abigail Brown pops up in pole vault practice.

David Tveten works on his twist for his jump in practice.

Gianna Pistersi pops her knee for her jump.


First row: Madeleine Parton, Ashley Parton, Lauren Richardson, Madeleine Vandel, Lauren Baker, Adelaide Astell, Mikayla Dunn.

1. Will Cassayre swings into the mat for pole vault.
2. Han Choi works on her balance for throwing.
3. Jackson Davidson comes through his landing for long jump.
4. Isaac Dayton practices his release for discus.
5. Tristan Zucktriegel extends for the landing on a long jump.
6. CJ Ferry watches his throw.
7. Holly Butler warms up for a throw for discus.

"There's gonna-bes and there's wanna-bes; you decide which one you are." - Austin Cassayre
Above: Luis Fonseca clears the ball away from danger.

Left: Justin Dobrinic dribbles the ball away from danger.

Left: Jose Valdez keeps the opponent from going forward.

Above: Raul Mata goes in for the 50-50 ball.

Above: Luis Fonseca dispossesses the ball from the attacker.

Below: Ricardo Barragan eyes the ball.

Above: Brian Sanchez tracks down the ball.

Goalie, Jose Mendoza, jumps up to save a shot from the opponents.

"Soccer is a sport that makes us work together to achieve goals (literally)" - Esteban Gonzalez

Daniel Sandoval controls the ball as Esteban Gonzalez makes the run.

Right: Esteban Gonzalez waits to see his opponent’s next move.

Left: Christian Tovar waits for his teammates to get open.

Above: Juan Carlos Ibarra tries to save the ball from going out.

Right: Brian Sanchez tries to make a pass as Jose Valdez looks on.

Gauge Disher prepares to kick the ball.
Cascade Tennis

Senior Josh Bruotelle smashes the ball across the court, a skill he's acquired from hard work and practice.

Sophomore Jacob Smith's ninja-like pose shows his experience in the sport.

Senior Neil Flodin shows what he's got as he's ready to smash a ball towards his opponent.

“I didn't know what to expect from tennis since it's my first year playing. So far, I'm feeling it.”
— Sophomore Brisa Rodriguez

Sophomores Marie Dickinson and Brisa Rodriguez watch intently for the ball, ready to swing when needed.

Junior Alexandra Barragan is crouched and ready to smackle that ball.

Check out Senior Tristan Parrish as he backs up and masters his forehand.

Keep Calm and Play Tennis!
People love to criticize tennis and say it's not a real sport. What people don't realize is tennis requires a lot more concentration than other sports. Look at the focus of our Kodiaks. They are always ready, on the tips of their toes. They swing with might, they swing with power. For many, it's hard to get the ball over the net. Cascade's tennis team is doing much more than that...
Right: Sophomore Tanner Parrish keeps a lookout for movement on the other side of the net, as he is ready to interfere with any shots to his side.

Junior Brooke McDevitt sends the ball flying after a strong hit.

"You only live once, but you get to serve twice." -Junior Brooke McDevitt

Senior Madison Colvin skillfully sends the ball back over the net to her opponent.

Eman Espinosa tosses the ball high in order to send over a tough serve.

“Don’t hit the net person”—Junior Allison Warnaca

Freshman Alondra Barragan and Sophomore Maritsa Guerrero are ready by the net to make some points.

Top Row Left to Right: Emily Herrera, Maritsa Guerrero, Brisa Rodriguez, Marie Dickinson, Halla Hofmann, Alexandra Barragan, Alondra Barragan, Dorothy Espinosa, and Ranger Northrup

Middle Row Left to Right: Coach Destito; Tanner Parrish, Finn Johnson, Zane Priebe, Levi Larson, Jacob Smith, Neil Flodin, Josh Brulotte, Tristan Parrish, Emmanuel Espinosa, and Coach Mark Hassinger

Bottom Row Left to Right: Taylor Kelly, Madison Colvin, Megan Evans, Anna Smith, Kelly Cook, Iba Keziah, Allison Warnaca, Brooke McDevitt, and Katie Schiefelbein
Golf

Below: Senior Logan Nielson checks his golf ball to make sure it is all clear before placing it down and preparing to hit it.

Right: Bruce Ledbetar patiently waits as his golf ball rolls toward the hole.

Above: The wind blows ever so gently on the golf course as Hadyn Gunter looks up past the trees to admire where her shot landed.

Above: Garrett Halseth swings his club up the hill of the golf course.

Left: Logan Nielson walks over to the hole to receive his golf ball.

"I love playing golf because of the competitiveness and the ability to improve every day." - Tyler Bain

Left: Tyler Bain and Elise Brulotte show their swagger for the camera at the end of a long afternoon of practice.
Top Row: Chandler West, Tyler Bain, Geddes Anderson, Sam Winters, Gunnar Stubblefield
Middle Row: Bruce Ledbetter, Bryson Murdock, Garrett Halseth, Carter Welch, Logan Nielson, Nathan Wells
Bottom Row: Coach Randy Alexander, Elise Brulotte, Jocelyn Bain, Haydn Gunter, Maddie Hontou, Timothy Wells, and Coach Kenny Bowman

1. Garrett Halseth flashes a smile at the camera as he walks over to the hole on the course.
2. Chandler West retrieving his golf ball from the hole.
3. Maddie Hontou and Jocelyn Bain cheexin' at the camera near the end of practice.
4. Logan Nielson teaches Timothy Wells about the rules of golf.
5. Nathan Wells lines up for the putt.
6. Gunnar Stubblefield looking distraught as he watches his ball slowly roll past the hole.
7. Elise Brulotte questions whether or not she should let Stefan Zuektriegel drive the golf cart or if she should walk.
SPRING PLAY

The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee

Above: Hadyn Gunter spells a word, displaying her knowledge. Below: Colby Pedersen pats his beloved trophy after he won the spelling bee.

In a touching trio; Gracie Camp, Reid Rayfield, and Maddie Vandel sing about their love for each other.

Right: Treat Schubert sings about his disappointment of being eliminated due to his "Unfortunate Distraction".

Below: Tessa Hassinger and Treat Schubert talk excitedly about their plans to win the Bee while Hadyn Gunter looks on.

Above: Nicole Warren reminisces about back in the day when she won the spelling bee. Below: Jonah Gunter expresses his nerves about the bee while holding his teddy bear.

Left: Tessa Hassinger looks insulted after being given an easy word.

Below: The spellers stand to try to shake off their nerves before the final round of the Bee begins.

Kassidy Wisemore is comforted by Lizeth Vizeano after she spells a word wrong and from the Bee.
Reid Rayfield, part of the trio, looks out sadly.

Maddie Vandel sings to her daughter about the wonders of India.

The spellers watch as Colby Pedersen spells a word with his "magic foot."

Left: Lizeth Vizcaino does her job by comforting Andrea Rodriguez after her devastating elimination.

Right: Lizeth Vizcaino sings about her disappointment with the naive spellers.

"This was probably the most fun I've ever had doing a play! Good people, good times."
-Nicole Warren

Below: The spellers stand and sing before the Bee begins.

Right: Tessa Hassinger shows off one of her many talents: the splits.

Below: Kelsea Turner steps up to the mic to spell her very first word in the Bee.

Below: The spellers dance behind the youngest speller, Hadyn Gunter.
Cascade's foreign exchange students!
Above: Anais Quitei
Seated: Kjetil Naess, Holly Butler, and Han-Vit Choi.

Left: Anais Quitei gives a demonstration of two dining staples from her home country of Italy: Nutella and spaghetti.

Right: From Norway, Kjetil Naess is happy to have gotten the chance to come to Cascade.

Left: Han-Vit Choi shows off her South Korean spirit with a hand drawn flag.

Above: Holding the Australian flag high above her head, Holly Butler shows off her love of her country.
Senior Dedications

Hannah Doherty

Hannah,
We are so very proud of you and can't wait to see what the future holds. The world is yours, sweet girl. Just remember that wherever life takes you, your family is behind you and will always be your biggest fans. We love you, Hannah girl, to the moon and back. Now go get 'em!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Nic

Connor Warman

So proud of the person you are Connor!

Love you,
Mom and Eryn

Erin Baker

We love you, Erin! You have made us so proud. Congratulations!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Lauren
Tristan Zucktriegel

Tristan,

Your integrity, loyalty, and kindness have made you into the young man we are so proud of.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Nadin, Martin, and Stefan

"I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel."

-Maya Angelou
Skye Johnson

Skye,

You have been such a joy and blessing! You are an awesome young man, and we are so proud of you! Congratulations!

Love, Mom and Dad

"Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the desires of your heart." -Psalm 37:4

Miranda Wessman

We are so very proud of you!

Love, Dad, Mom, and Christian.

But those who trust in the Lord will find new strength, they will soar high on wings like eagles. They will run and not grow weary. They will walk and not faint." -Isaiah 40:31

Shiloh Merriman

"There are no safe paths in this part of the world. Remember you are over the Edge of the Wild now, and in for all sorts of fun wherever you go."

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit

Shiloh - We are so proud of the person you are and excited to see what your future holds. Stay focused and remember what is truly important. Know that you are loved like crazy. - Mom, Dad and Truh
Madalyn Brown

Maddie, I look up to you more than you will ever realize. I don't know what I will do without you next year. I’m so proud of all the amazing things you have accomplished. I know this is just the beginning. You are kind-hearted, brilliant, and beautiful; I can't wait to hear about all of your incredible adventures. I love you with all my heart, Scabs

You are so beautiful inside and out. I am excited to see where God will lead you. Trust in Him, and He will light your way.
Love, Mom

Ceria Blue

Sometimes I wish that you had not grown up so fast. We are so proud of the beautiful lady you are today. So be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind.

We Love You, Mom and Dad
Hi Haley,
You have already proved you can handle obstacles in your life. Continue to stay focused on your goals. We are very proud of you.
Grandpa and Grandma Caudle

Haley,

We are so proud of the beautiful, strong and compassionate young lady you have become. You make us proud every day. We love and believe in you so much. Go after what you believe in, and remember we are always here rooting you on. Your future is limitless.

Love you always,
Mom and Dad

Haley,

I am so proud to call you my sister and I can’t wait to spend next year together! I’ll always be here for you. I love you so much!
Love, Sissy

Haley,

What an awesome experience it has been watching you grow from that sweet little girl to a competent young lady, a young lady who is beautiful inside and out. You make your Nana proud! You have developed the skills and can-do attitude to succeed in whatever you set your mind to. I am so proud of your ability to build on all of life’s experiences to further your potential for success. Congratulations on completing the first twelve years of your education. I pray God’s special blessing on you as you enter another phase of your life. The sky is the limit, Haley, and I am excited to see where life takes you.

Much love,
Nana
Britt,
We are so proud of you and the young man you have become.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Hunter, Hillary, and Jordan
Emma,
You are an amazing daughter. We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. We know your grandparents will be smiling down from heaven on your graduation day.

All our Love,
Mom, Dad and Max
MUSIC

1. NOT BAD
Taylor Swift’s “Bad Blood” video, with an all-star cast of actresses and models, wins the VMA Music Video of the Year award.

2. A DIFFERENT DIRECTION
One Direction releases its sixth album, *Made In The A.M.*, and announces an extended break.

3. TRUE PURPOSE
Justin Bieber releases his fourth studio album, *Purpose*, which impresses even non-Beliebers.

4. FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES
The Weeknd’s *Beauty Behind The Madness* album features duets with Ed Sheeran and Lana Del Rey.

5. NOT TOO LATE
Drake delights fans and critics with his acclaimed album *If You’re Reading This It’s Too Late*.

6. WOMEN ON TOP
Katy Perry and Taylor Swift top the Forbes list of top-earning women in music.

7. CRUSHED IT
Little Big Town’s “Girl Crush” wins Single of the Year and Song of the Year at the Country Music Awards.

8. WISTFUL HELLO
Adele releases “Hello,” the first hit single from her much-awaited album 25.
TOP SONGS OF 2015

1. Uptown Funk – Mark Ronson featuring Bruno Mars
2. Thinking Out Loud – Ed Sheeran
3. See You Again – Wiz Khalifa featuring Charlie Puth
4. Trap Queen – Fetty Wap
5. Sugar – Maroon 5
6. Shut Up And Dance – Walk the Moon
7. Blank Space – Taylor Swift
8. Watch Me – Silento
9. Earned It – The Weeknd
10. The Hills – The Weeknd

http://www.billboard.com/charts/year-end/2015/hot-100-songs
SPORTS

1. ABBY HANGS UP HER CLEATS
The world's leading scorer and captain of USA women's soccer team, Abby Wambach, announced her retirement following Team USA's triumphant win against Japan (5-2) in the World Cup championship.

2. LITTLE LEAGUE, BIG WIN
Japan wins 2015 Little League Baseball World Series by defeating Mid-Atlantic in an astounding six innings. Shingo Tomita hit two opportune homers in the second and third innings that boosted his team toward their 18-11 run win.

3. DAYTONA SURPRISE
With his surprise Daytona 500 victory, Joey Logano of Team Penske grabs a spot in the chase for the NASCAR Sprint Cup.

4. DIVISION ONE DOMINANCE
University of Alabama Crimson Tide defeats Clemson University Tigers 45 to 40 in the NCAA FBS National Championship game.

5. UFC UPSET
The #RouseyRevolution of MMA superstar Ronda Rousey takes an unexpected detour with a knockout from Holly Holm.

6. SERENA THE GREAT
After winning 3 of 4 Grand Slam tournaments in 2015, Serena Williams was named as the Associated Press Female Athlete of the Year for the fourth time.

7. SUPER SHOWDOWN
Football fans sat captivated as the Denver Broncos defeated the Carolina Panthers 24 to 10 in the NFL Championship game at Levi's Stadium in San Francisco.

8. WARRIORS WIN
The Golden State Warriors end their 40-year championship drought by defeating the Cleveland Cavaliers to win the NBA Championship.

9. THE CUP COMES BACK
The Chicago Blackhawks defeat the Tampa Bay Lightning to win their sixth Stanley Cup Championship.

10. ROYALS REIGN
Kansas City fans go wild when the Royals defeat the New York Mets four games to one to win the MLB World Series.
### 2015 GOLD GLOVE AWARD WINNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>AL WINNER</th>
<th>TEAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Dallas Keuchel</td>
<td>HOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Salvador Pérez</td>
<td>KCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Eric Hosmer</td>
<td>KCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Jose Altuve</td>
<td>HOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Manny Machado</td>
<td>BAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Alcides Escobar</td>
<td>KCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Yoenis Cespedes</td>
<td>DET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Kevin Kiermaier</td>
<td>TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Kole Calhoun</td>
<td>LAA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>NL WINNER</th>
<th>TEAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Zack Greinke</td>
<td>LAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Yadier Molina</td>
<td>STL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Paul Goldschmidt</td>
<td>ARI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Dee Gordon</td>
<td>MIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Nolan Arenado</td>
<td>COL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Brandon Crawford</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Starling Marte</td>
<td>PIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>AJ Pollock</td>
<td>ARI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Jason Heyward</td>
<td>STL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOP 5 HIGHEST PAID ATHLETES OF 2015

1. Floyd Mayweather, Jr.
2. Manny Pacquiao
3. Cristiano Ronaldo
4. Lionel Messi
5. Roger Federer

MOVIES

1. BEYOND THE WALL
Shailene Woodley returns as Tris Prior in the film adaptation of The Divergent Series: Insurgent.

2. A MONSTER HIT
Chris Pratt and Bryce Dallas Howard star in Jurassic World, the fourth movie in the Jurassic Park film series.

3. PRIDE AND JOY
The biopic Joy wins a Golden Globe, and so does Jennifer Lawrence for her portrayal of a divorced mom turned millionaire entrepreneur.

4. THE LIBERATION OF PANEM
Katniss Everdeen and her allies return to theaters for their final mission in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay – Part 2.

5. WINS IN THE WILDERNESS
The Revenant, a dark frontier drama starring Leonardo DiCaprio, wins numerous awards and a positive approval rating of 81% on Rotten Tomatoes.

6. LOST AND FOUND
When Margo goes missing, Quentin skips school to find her in Paper Towns, the film adaptation of John Green's young adult novel.

7. THE BREAKING POINT
Adventurers attempt to complete eight extreme ordeals in Point Break; the drama fails to win over critics but performs well at the box office.

8. INSIDE OUT
Riley's emotions are personified in the newest Disney Pixar box office hit. Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and Sadness guide Riley through adjusting to her new life in San Francisco.

9. STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS
The new Star Wars film topped Avatar to claim the all-time No. 1 spot in North American box offices.
TOP 10 AT THE BOX OFFICE IN 2015

1. Star Wars: The Force Awakens
2. Jurassic World
3. Avengers: Age of Ultron
4. Inside Out
5. Furious 7
6. Minions
7. The Hunger Games – Part 2
8. The Martian
10. Spectre (James Bond)
POP CULTURE

1. 3D PRINTING EVOLVES
   Demand for 3D printers climbs as the technology advances to accommodate metals, electronics, pharmaceuticals and biological materials.

2. BLOGGERS MAKE BANK
   The most successful fashion and beauty bloggers and vloggers on Instagram can make up to $500,000 per year by offering affiliate links and sponsored content.

3. CAITLYN'S COURAGE
   Newly transitioned transgender celebrity Caitlyn Jenner accepts the Arthur Ashe Courage Award at the ESPY Awards.

4. MOST LIKED INSTAGRAM EVER
   With more than 2.5 million likes, the image of model and reality TV star Kendall Jenner, with her hair arranged in heart shapes, is the most-liked Instagram photo ever.

5. HEALTHY BUSINESS MODEL
   With juice bar sales approaching $100 million a year, the cold-pressed juicing cleanse trend continues as busy, health-conscious consumers seek a shortcut to wellness.

6. THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL WOMAN
   TIME magazine names Germany's Chancellor Angela Merkel its Person of the Year and describes her as "Chancellor of the Free World."

7. KANYE ON THE RUNWAY
   Following the success of Kanye West's Yeezy fashion label seasons 1 and 2, he recently debuted his third season at New York Fashion Week.

8. WASTE NOT
   A Manhattan chef creates fine dining from "garbage" ingredients to demonstrate how to prevent food waste. The Federal government declares a national food waste reduction goal of 50% by 2030.

9. THE WATCHWORLD IS WEARABLE
   Although sales of $1.7 billion are modest compared to the iPhone, the Apple Watch™ ushers wearable tech into the consumer market.
TOP 10 GOOGLE SEARCHES OF 2015

1. Paris Under Attack
2. Adele's Year
3. Oscars 2015
4. Caitlyn Jenner
5. Election of 2016
6. Mayweather vs. Pacquiao
7. Black Lives Matter
8. Guns in America
9. Royals Win World Series
10. A New Era in Late Night TV

1. SYRIAN CRISIS
Continuing civil war in Syria results in more than 11 million refugees; more than 220,000 have died since the conflict began.

2. SAME-SEX MARRIAGE
In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court rules that same-sex marriage is legal in all 50 states.

3. TERRORISTS ATTACK PARIS
ISIS terrorists launch coordinated attacks targeting a soccer stadium, a rock concert and several restaurants in the French capital; 130 people perish.

4. PRE-PRIMARY
Candidates for 2016 Presidential Election Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders battle to be the Democrats’ nominee. Donald Trump and Ben Carson were early frontrunners in the GOP race.

5. THE POPE COMES TO AMERICA
During his stay Pope Francis spoke to Congress, visited the White House, and dined with the homeless in Washington D.C.

6. APPLE ADVANCES
The new iPhone® 6s features more durable aluminum construction, a rose gold color option, 3D Touch access to apps and a 12MP camera.

7. NEPAL EARTHQUAKE
A magnitude 7.8 earthquake in Nepal rocks villages, damages structures and kills at least 5,000.

8. SOUTH CAROLINA DELUGE
Record-breaking rainfall amounts of up to 24 inches cause catastrophic flooding in the central and eastern regions of the state. Residents of Columbia are evacuated as the Overcreek Dam fails.

9. UNITED NATIONS OBSERVE 70TH ANNIVERSARY
More than 350 landmarks in more than 80 countries around the world celebrate with brilliant displays of blue lights. Blue is the official color of the UN.
MOST POWERFUL PEOPLE

ACCORDING TO FORBES IN 2015

1. Vladimir Putin, 63
2. Angela Merkel, 61
3. Barack Obama, 54
4. Pope Francis, 79
5. Xi Jingping, 62
6. Bill Gates, 60
7. Janet Yellen, 69
8. David Cameron, 49
9. Narendra Modi, 65
10. Larry Page, 42

http://www.forbes.com/powerful-people/list/#tab:overall
TV/GAMING

1. SCREAM QUEENS
A serial killer called the Red Devil menaces the sorority sisters of Kappa Kappa Tau in the debut season of the Fox network's horror comedy.

2. PRETTY LITTLE LIARS
The Liars escape the dollhouse and secret identities are revealed in Season 6 of the ABC Family network drama.

3. AMERICAN HORROR STORY: HOTEL
Lady Gaga stars as The Countess in Season 5 of the FX horror series, set in a haunted Los Angeles hotel.

4. ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK
Netflix commits to a fourth season of the binge-worthy drama series, set in a women's prison.

5. AMERICA'S NEXT TOP MODEL: GUYS & GIRLS
The judges choose Nyle DiMarco and Mamé Adjei as winners in Cycle 22 of the final season of the CW reality show.

6. TOP-RANKED YOUTUBE GAMERS
With more than 10 billion video views, Swedish gamer PewDiePie tops the leaderboard of most popular YouTube channels.

7. NEW GAME, NEW STAR
Rory McIlroy succeeds Tiger Woods as the new face of EA Sports' PGA Tour golf game.

8. eSPORTS ARE BRINGING IN BILLIONS
With larger audiences and bigger prize pools, e-sports tournaments rival traditional sports events.

9. ESPN LEADS IN ALL-TIME CABLE RATINGS
ESPN is the most-watched cable network, even during presidential debates and news stories; the network holds the record for the top 20 most-viewed programs in cable TV history.

10. CALL OF DUTY: BLACK OPS III
The first-person shooter is set in the year 2065 and features zombie storylines, robotic drones and a team of soldiers with cybernetic enhancements.
1. LEGO IS LIFE
Life Lego was named Forbes Most Powerful Brand of 2015 after debuting their new Lego Marvel’s Avengers and Lego Jurassic World toys.

TOP 10
MOST VALUABLE BRANDS IN 2015

1. Apple, $145.3 billion
2. Microsoft, $69.3 billion
3. Google, $56.6 billion
4. Coca-Cola, $56 billion
5. IBM, $49.8 billion
6. McDonald’s, $39.5 billion
7. Samsung, $37.9 billion
8. Toyota, $37.8 billion
9. General Electric (GE), $37.5 billion
10. Facebook, $36.5 billion
